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Summary

In this thesis, a solution is presented to general tracing problem on real-time systems. By
using this lightweight portable framework, it is possible to implement tracing component into a
real time operating system by some simple configurations. This component configuration hides
the detail platform information from the logic of tracer, by which the framework can be used to
different software and hardware platform. It is accomplished by separating the specific platform
logic from the logic of the tracing part. Finally, a deployment of this framwork onto a small open
source real-time operating system—AtomThreads, running on an AVR ATmega1650—is used as
a demonstration of this framework.

The framework has two features—flexibility and portability. The flexibility of the framework
increases the freedom to engineers of visualizing tools choosing and format matching. The
portability ensures the framework can be easily migrate to other platforms. The framework is
verified on different typical circumstance by using a program running on Atomthreads—an open
source real-time operating system.

Deploying this framework on real-time systems increases traceability of the program because
it records events in systems. Moreover, those recorded data can be easily visualized by some
visualizing tools. Those traced data is transformed to host computer for visualizing through a data
sender component in the framework. That component mainly uses a platform non-relevant serial
communication library which is implemented in "serial manager" component in the framework.
After get the tracing data from real-time systems, to visualize the data into diagrams, because the
format for tracing and visualization differs from each other, a data converter is developed for
solving that format matching problem.
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Abstract— System tracing is a helpful method for engineers
and users to know exactly what happens in an operating system,
especially in real-time operating systems (RTOS), because for
real-time system, it is normally more difficult to know the
performance of hardware and software than for desktop
computers. Although this kind of tracing tools already exist for
some commercial RTOS, it is fairly hard to see those tools for
small or open source RTOS. Moreover, because the structure and
implementation of different RTOS varies, it is rare to find a
framework that can easily be ported to those platforms. In this
thesis, a solution is presented to this general tracing problem on
different platforms. By using the portable framework, it is
possible to implement tracing component into a real time
operating system by some simple reconfigurations. This platform
portability feature is accomplished by separating the specific
platform logic from the logic of the tracing part. Finally, a
deployment of this framwork onto a small open source real-time
operating system—AtomThreads, running on an AVR
ATmega1650 – is used as a demonstration of this framework.

Index Terms—Tracing, RTOS, Atomthreads, AVR

I. INTRODUCTION

System tracing is an efficient method for system
performance analysis. It also plays an important role when
doing system optimization. In particular, in real-time systems,
especially those systems supporting multitasks, the tracing
tools record the process of the execution in the system exactly,
from which engineers can know whether the program works
properly. The tracing information is also very helpful when
the engineers are fixing and debugging some defects of the
programs. For example, it shows a clear context of when
deadlocks or deadline violations occur, because this
information was recorded in files or buffers in some kind of
format.

In real-time systems, some errors may occur irregularly
and it is hard to find the causes and re-peat those occasional
errors without some tools. Tracing may also be very useful in
pedagogical occasion, because those tracing files include how
the operating system conducts its job and reflect the detailed
steps of the execution.

It is more effective to use a user-friendly tool for visualizing
the tracing data inside the tracing file graphically, but
normally, those tools are expensive or are not available for the
specific tracing platform.

Many commercial real-time operating systems provide their
own tracing tools, for example, Remote Kernel Tracker[1] is a
popular tracing analysis tools used in Microsoft Windows CE.
Linux kernel can also be used in RTOS, some open source

trace tools can also be found, such as the Linux Trace Toolkit,
initially developed by Yaghmour [2], is one of them.

A. Problem description

It is rare to find some tools that focus on those not
commercial and lightweight RTOS. For example,
Atomthreads [3] is an open source RTOS which is used in
many fields. But it is hard to find tracing tools for
Atomthreads. The other problem is that in a system with little
flash memory, the size of the trace program could also be a
challenge, which causing incompatibility with many large
commercial tools.

Besides the platform limitation, features of microprocessor
also has a great influence to framework design. For example,
ATemega 2560 is a small microprocessor with 8KB RAM. A
fairly small size of the memory limits the types of the tracer
program. Because some commercial program may focus on
the desktop computer (GB level RAM) tracing, it is not
possible to use those kind of tools to small systems. It can also
be a challenge to making a framework which not depends on
the RAM size. The Atomthreads can run on Atemega2560,
and in this thesis, all demonstrations are on Atomthreads with
Atemega2560 microprocessor. But Atomthreads is portable to
many other hardware platforms, so, it is necessary to make the
framework independent from the RAM size. Moreover, it also
possible to make it independent Atomthreads. But one
problem here is that the more independent it reaches, the more
configuration works it needs.

B. Objective

My purpose is to make a small and general framework used
for tracing RTOS, which should have the capability of being
easily extended or ported to other platforms. Some expected
features of this framework are listed as follows:

1) Cross platform: can easily be extended to other real-time
operating systems.

2) Traceability: be able to trace system-level events and also
user-level events at run time. The system-level events can be
divided into: time, mutex, interrupt and task scheduling.

3) Flexibility: leave the freedom to the users or engineers to
decide the detailed process and content of tracing and how the
tracing is best implemented in their system.

A small clock program running on Atomthreads is chosen
as the demonstration system for the framework. As part of the
tracing result shows, a proper visualisation program is helpful
to the user for the purpose of understanding what the tracing
data reflects. Grasp [4] is a versatile trace visualization
program. It has functionality for showing a time line graph as
well as a buffer diagram based on tracing data in a
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visualization file format. Grasp is responsible for the
visualisation of the results in my tracing framework
implementation for Atomthreads.

C. Outline

Besides the last chapter of introduction, which describes the
background, problem and the objective of this project, Chapter
II shows how this thesis project comes from a brief idea to a
product in reality, and the main responsibility in different
stages in the project. Chapter III provides an intuitive snapshot
to the output screen of the project, and a brief explaination to
those snapshot. Chapter IV illustrates the whole architecture
and the design of the framework. Then, Chapter V writes
about each component in the architecture model. Chapter IV
by elaborating the inner structures and key points of them. In
Chapter VI, a validation of the framework on a specific
platform (Atomthreads) is conducted, and some output
snapshots reflecting different kinds of conditions in the system
is used for a further discussion. Conclusion and future works
are described in the last two chapters.

II. METHODOLOGY

In this chapter, the method of how this project is developed
is presented.

At the beginning the work is mainly about the requirement
specification as well as determining the purpose of the project.
But at first, a instrument running on specific
RTOS—Atomthreads is initially prepare to be made.

Then it becomes to the design stage. The output of this
stage is the architecture design. In this stage, the idea was
changed when doing the architecture design, because it is
possible and more useful to make a general framework but not
only a specific instrument. Then my initial requirement
changed into making a general tracing framework for RTOS.

After finish the architecture design of the system, the next
stage is implementation. There is no very clear boundary
between the stage of testing and developing. In my project, the
testing is usually conducted just after developing and
integrating different components or finishing some prototypes.
a test-driven method is not chosen to develop because
test-driven method requires a fairly clear idea of how should
the system looks like, but a clear idea not comes to me until
the framework almost been finished. So my project can be
regarded as developed through a incremental way—develop a
small part, test it, integrate it with other little component and
test again. Figure 1 shows the detail steps of the project
development.

Fig.1. The process of project development.

As can be seen in Figure 1, the process of the project can be
regarded as one kind of the prototype development, including
some early iterations for modifing the requirements and
purpose. After the stage of architecture design, all the
implementation are divided by different components. But the
integrated testing is not started after finishing all the
components. When a small part of some components finished,
integrated test is conducted on those small prototype instantly.
This method conquers the weakness of building up
components at last. As a result of this quick iteration of
prototypes, the bugs can be found and fixed immediately and
efficiently, which saving the debugging time a lot, causing it is
harder to detect and locate defects when it comes together than
small prototypes.

III. EXAMPLE OF A SNAPSHOT DIAGRAM

A brief snapshot of the output of the tracing visualization is
presented in this chapter. It gives readers and users a intuitive
feelings what they can get from this framework cooperating
with some visualizing tools. Grasp[4] is the visualizing tools
used here, however, it is freedom to use some different tools
by matching two different tracing data formats.

Fig.2. Snapshots of the time line diagram.

Figure 2 is a time line diagrams generated by tracing data
on the platform—Atomthreads [3]. A program with six
threads (except one thread for sending traced data) is regarded
as the traced resources. Those six threads becomes into six
corresponding rows in the diagram above, signing with the
thread name at the left side of the row. In each rows, the arrow
at the start represents the event of job arrival. Then, the gray
shadow interval in each thread means: the thread is holding
the CPU resources and executing in this shadow interval. And
also, the dotted line between different line reflects the
preemptive event between two threads in the system. Lastly, if
you see the diagram carefully, some colorful block on the gray
shadow interval means at this small time period, the thread
holds one or some mutex lock in the system. Different color
represents different mutex, a thread can hold more than one
mutex at the same point in the system which showed as the
overlapping of more than one colors.

From the next chapter, the detail steps of how this system
developed into reality is discussed in detail from the
framework architecture design. The source code to important
parts of each components can be found in Appendix.
Moreover, all the project source code can be found on GitHub
[5]. There are three repositories on GitHub—the traced
program, the data converter and the tracer.
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IV. THE FRAMEWORK ARCHITECTURE

To trace and visualize the performance of the program, the
framework should include the components for events
recording and visualization. Being portable to a different
platform is also a important factor when designing the
framework architecture. The flexibility can be accomplished
by keeping the structure of programming interface simple and
understandable. Figure 3 illustrates roles and places of
different components acts and how they communicate with
others.

Fig. 3. The architecture diagram of the framework

It can be seen from Figure 3, the framework is comprised of
three tiers—platform independent, platform dependent and
host system, following the principle of the working
platforms of components. The reason why the structure of
system is designed into three tiers is discussed.

Before describing the architecture in detail, a data flow
analysis is made for knowing tracing system better. As can be
seen in Figure 3, arrows between tiers reflect data flows. The
tier in the middle pulls configure information from platform
dependent tier. All the specific platform information is stored
in that tier, including serial communication component, timer
component and real-time operating system. A data sender is
created for transforming tracing data to host computer through
serial communication in system independent tier. These
tracing data can not be visualized until standardized to
visualization tools, which is the responsibility of file format
converter.

A. Architecture Discussion

In platform independent tier, it includes general interfaces
and logic functions for tracing. In the logic of functions, the
name and the type of specific platform is abstracted with a
virtually defined name, and the logic is programmed based on
those virtual types. For example, to reach the scheduling,
different systems may use different function names or data
structure. But no matter what kind of function names or
variables are used in specific systems, the task control block
should always be reflected by some kind of variable or data
structure. Moreover, to record the events, the parameters like
task control block and mutex are abstracted to virtual names or
memory addresses. So, in the general functions, it only uses

local variables to implement the detail logic of tracing, and
leave the specific things to the "platform dependent" tier.

The general tracing function need to match those virtual
variables from the configuration information provided by
platform dependent tier. That tier tells general tracer how to
match those abstracted names to specific components. The
only difference between general and specific is the knowledge
to specific components, types and data structures. So the
configuration part abstractes all those information to general
part. For example, in some specific systems, "Time()" is
function which gets the time stamp on the specific platform.
But in general part, it uses a virtual function—"GetTime()" to
get time stamps and do not know the existing of the specific
function—"Time()". So the platform dependent tier generates
a configuration which informs the general part that the virtual
function—"GetTime()" is "Time()" on that specific platform.
To reach this in code, it only needed a definition like: "#define
GetTime() Time()" in the specific part. After that, the general
function can run on the specific platform, because it knows
when meets local function "GetTime()", the general
component will go to search configuration information and
replace it to the redefined function—"Time" on specific
systems.

Tracing events are divided into two types—system level
and user level. To trace system level events which usually
related to real-time operating systems, a tracing patch to the
operating system and re-compile of the RTOS is needed.
Modifing the codes of RTOS for tracing should be based on
the knowledges of how real-time system invokes events. It is
more convenient to trace user level programs by calling
corresponding recorder.

The next thing in platform independent tier is to send
tracing data to host computer for visualizing and analysis. The
component "Data Sender" works for this. It sends tracing
event when it is recorded into event buffer, and clear that
event after it is sent. "Data Sender" uses serial communication
component in general tracer to send those tracing data, which
makes it separates from specific serial communication
components.

After tracing data is transformed by data sender, the last
work is to visualize those data on host computer. Take
Windows for example, the tracer pushes tracing data to data
receiver component through serial communication. One
problem is that the format used by visualizing tool (Grasp in
demonstration) is complicated and redundant for transmission.
If transforming that kind of format directly from the embedded
part, it would take a large resource for the transformation and
make the system a bit slow. So, the embedded system only
transforms the tracing data with a simplified format. For
example, in the formal format, when creates a task, the
corresponding record is "new task...", but it consumes
resources to transform such a long string repeatedly. So the
simplified format only uses two character "nT" to represent
that long string. This kind of simplified format can not be
visualized by the Grasp directly, so a file format converter is
responsible for matching the simple format to visulization
format. The file format converter runs on host computers
which means with little probability of resource exhaustion. In
the work of Eduardo G. Bregant and his colleagues, a similar
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solution is designed to solve the problem for format
matching to the visualization tool—LTT[6].

Separating those two kinds of format brings another benefit
of flexibility of choosing visualization tools, because changes
of format used by visualization tools will not impacts the other
part of tracer but only modifing logic in data converter.

B. The trace file format in Grasp

In this section the tracing file format used by Grasp is
generalized into tables. It can be concluded into four different
categories, depending on what kind of objects it towards: tasks,
jobs, mutex and other general events. The events happened on
jobs also can be regarded into the general events, because the
only different between them is events names. Table 1
illustrates all kinds of formats toward different categories.

TABLE 1
FILE FORMAT IN GRASP

Categories Trace Function Format

General
Event

Record Event plot <time> <event> [args]

Task Task Created newTask <taskid> [-priority][-name]

Mutex Mutex Created
newMutex <MutexID>
[-name][-color][-pattern]

Mutex
Acquired

plot <time> jobAcquiredMutex <JobID>
<MutexID>

Mutex
Released

plot <time> jobReleasedMutex <JobID>
<MutexID>

Job Job Arrived plot <time> jobArrived <JobID> <taskid>

Job Completed plot <time> jobCompleted <JobID>

Job Preempted
plot <time> jobPreempted <JobID>
<-target JobID>

Job Resumed plot <time> jobResumed <JobID>

In Table 1, relevant events to job, mutex use a same key
word—"plot". "plot" also can be used to other user defined or
general events which not included in the table. For example,
programmer can trace the interrupt information by freely
defining the events name like "EntryInterrupt" himself, Some
user-level events also can be traced by the user defined events
like data update, select, insert in data process system. The
general event makes the tracing system becomes flexible and
not limited in listed events in the table. The parameters of the
general event reflect the time of the event, event name or id,
and other optional arguments.

For tracing the scheduling performance of systems, four
kinds of events are allocated to the job initially. The whole
process of the scheduling in system can be recorded or
reflected by job arrived, job completed, job preempted and job
resumed. When a job is preempted by another job, the target
JobID should also be recorded in event buffer. The concept of
task reflects to the object which controlled by real-time
operating system, in the case of "Atomthreads", the object is
called "thread", in some other systems, it also can be called as
"process" or "task". The boundary between them is the
integrated logic which can work and reach some functions
without others.

Mutex is another important feature in real-time operating
system, impacting on the performance of the task scheduling.
When a mutex is created, it can be recorded as: "newMutex
<MutexID> [-name][-color][-pattern]". Every mutex should
has a unique ID saved as identifier. The optional parameters—

name, color and pattern denotes name of mutex and how it be
displayed by Grasp (color and pattern) respectively.

C. The Format of Transmission

In the section before, the visualizing format used in Grasp is
discussed. But for the reason of save device resources of serial
communication on real-time systems. A simplified format is
created for decreasing the disturbances coming from event
sender. Table 2 shows the transmission format used in event
sender, corresponding to the formal format in Table 1.

As can be seen in Table 2, the formal format is simplified
by transforming abbreviation of keyword instead of complete
words. This method may have little improvement to
performance when the number of events is limited. However,
when the system meet huge amount of the events with high
coming frequency, this proprietary format can save the energy
of serial communicate resources and decrease the interference
to normal application.

TABLE 2
TRANSMISSION FORMAT

Categories Trace Function Format

General
Event

Record Event p <time> <event> [args]

Task Task Created nT <taskid> [-p][-n]

Mutex

Mutex Created nM <MutexID> [-n][-c][-p]

Mutex Acquired p <time> AM <taskid> <MutexID>

Mutex Released p <time> RM <taskid> <MutexID>

Job

Job Arrived p <time> JA <taskid> <taskid>

Job Completed p <time> JC <taskid>

Job Preempted p <time> JP <taskid> <-t taskid>

Job Resumed p <time> JR <taskid>

The transmission format can not be used until a format
convert is made. A component called "Data Converter" is
responsible for solving this problem. The converter matches
traced data to visualizing format. It makes it possible for
engineers to develop or use their own tools to visualize by
convert the traced data to another visualizing format. The only
work here is to implement a new data converter for matching
those two different formats.

V. DETAIL DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION

In this section, detail design the implementation of each
components will be introduced. Atomthreads running on the
AVR board is chosen as the demonstration platform for the
tracing framework.

A. Source File Arrangement

Different components in the architecture are arranged into
different source files. Table 3 shows how all files in the
system are combined together.

The tracer is mainly implemented in the "Tracer.h" and
"TracerPort.h" files, including the general part and specific
part. Moreover, "SerialManager.h" provides a platform
non-relevant function for the serial communication by
isolating the specific things to "SerialPort.h". "StopWatch.h"
give a fairly high accuracy timer to the tracer for recording the
time stamps of events. All files with ".c" suffix are the
implementation to corresponding head files. Notice that Table
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3 not involves data converter which in the tier of host
computer, because the data converter is not developed with C
language (with C# instead) and uses a different file
arrangement. All the port head file should be included by the
general head file, through which the specific platform
configuration information can be known by the general part.

TABLE 3
FILE ARRANGEMENT

File Name Include File Description

Tracer.h TracerPort.h
Definition of tracer for non-relevant
platform logic

TracerPort.h
Atom.h Port file for tracer to specific platform

AtomMutex.h

SerialManag
er.h

SerialPort.h
Definition of serial communication with
non-relevant platform

<stdarg.h>

<stdlib.h>

SerialPort.h /
Port file for Serial communication to
specific platform

StopWatch.h /
Definition of a stopwatch with fairly high
accuracy (us)

Tracer.c Tracer.h
Implementation of the general tracer
logic

SerialManag
er.c

SerialManager.
h

Implementation of the general serial
communication

SerialPort.c
avr/io.h

Implementation of specific serial
communication

SerialPort.h

StopWatch.c StopWatch.h Implementation of a timer

B. Timer Component

A timer is designed to record the time stamp of events. To
make this reusable, feasible and flexible, some simple public
APIs are designed as showed in Table 4. These functions are
defined in file StopWatch.h and implementated in
StopWatch.c, the detail code can be found in Appendix A.

TABLE 4
APPLICATION INTERFACE OF TIMER

Function Name Description
void StartWatch() Start Timing from the time=0
void InitWatch() Initialize the Watch, should be called

only one time before using the
stopwatch

unsigned long GetTime() Return time stamp with the format of
32bits unsigned integer

It is very important to have a timer with enough accuracy
when recording the time stamp of different component. Some
specific platform may has included the timer inside the
operating system. But, in Atomthreads, the accuracy of the
inner timer is not enough for measurement. The highest
accuracy level of that timer is millisecond. If use that timer,
the system will confused by many events which happened at
the same time—with a same time stamp. For example, two
events, E1 and E2, come at different time T(E1) and T(E2) in
reality. But the interval between T(E1) and T(E2) is smaller
than the accuracy of the timer in the system
A(t)—D=T(E2)-T(E1)<A(t), so the system can not detected
the time difference between these two events, and give a same
time stamp to them. It causes many troubles for the system to
deal with "same time" events, so a timer with enough
accuracy.

Another thing is, also mentioned in last chapter, different
platform will have different operations to the timer component,
but in tracer, it only use a general interface and leave the
implementation to the specific platforms. This kind of design
makes the system can be ported to other platform easily—just
change the interface implementation in the tracer port without
modifing the logic of the tracer.

For example, In Table 4, it can be found that the function
name of a stop watch running on the platform—AVR. But
when it used into the general tracer, the specific function name
is hided by the port file—"TracerPort.h". The table below
shows how this "port" design is implemented on timer.

TABLE 5
PORT MECHANISM IN TIMER

File Relative Code

StopWatch.h unsigned long GetTime();

Tracer.h void GetTimeStamp();

TracerPort.h
#define GetTimeStamp()
GetTime()

As can be found in Table 5, in the specific platform
("StopWatch"), to operate the timer, the interface is
"GetTime()". In contrast, in the general logic in "Tracer.h" as
well as "Tracer.c", the interface is "GetTimeStamp()". A
re-definition in file "TracerPort.h" file builds up the interface
to some specific systems. This "build up" mechanism separate
the tracer logic from the platform relevant component.
Moreover, it increases the portability of the framework, for
example, it is easily to use another timer implementation on
different platform and change the redefinition in
"TracerPort.h".

C. Serial Communication Component

Serial communication is a bridge from real-time system to
host computer. This component is responsible for
transforming the traced data to the host. The format used in
serial communication should as simple as possible, which
makes the time of data transmission short enough. The format
has been mentioned in last chapter in Table 2. The API of the
serial commnucation component are listed in Table 6. The
source code related to this component can be found in
Appendix B.

TABLE 6
APPLICATION INTERFACE OF SERIAL COMMNUCATION

Function Name Description

void SerialInit(unsigned int Baud) Initialize the Serial Communication
The parameter determines the speed
of serial communication, the detail
information of the speed on AVR

platform can be found in [7].
void SendString(char *

StringBuffer)
Send a string

void SendChar(unsigned char data) Send one character

void uart_print(const char *
format, ...)

Flexible format sender, like printf in
C

The serial communication component uses a similar design
to the timer—separate the specific platform from the general
logic of serial commnucation. There are four files related with
this component — "SerialManager.h", "SerialPort.h" and their
implementation ".c" file. SerialManager includes all the
interface of the serial commnucation which is non-relative to
the platform. Moreover, it provides a flexible function with the
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variable parameters like printf used in C language. That
flexible function—"uart_print(const char *
format, ...)"—increases the convenience that generate a sent
data from tracing data array.

A thread running in the system called "EventSender"
invokes the functions defined in serial communication
component, in event sender, tracing data in the tracing array
are converted into the format of transmission. The tracing data
structure of tracing on events and tasks are showed in the
Figure 4 and Figure 5 respectively.

Fig. 4 The tracing data structure of event tracin

The event tracing data are recorded in a event array. An
event constitutes of time stamp, the type of event, and three
other optional arguments saved as address. The event type is
defined as an enumeration, including most of the events
happened in a real-time systems—task, mutex, Semaphore and
interrupt. Notice that the empty is a signal to avoid the old
events covered by new coming events. The tracer only
recorded the newer when it finds the tracing data array leaves
some place marked as empty type. Moreover, it also is also
possible to record user-define event in application by use the
type of "EOtherEvent".

The new task event is separately recorded in a task array,
the structure of that array can be seen in Figure 5.

Fig. 5 Data structure of task array

The type of task should be matched to corresponding task
control block when tracing different operating system. This
matching method depart the logic of tracer from the platform,
no matter how the task implemented in specific systems. For
example, in Atomthreads, a thread is treated as a task, so, a
structure matching in "TracerPort.h" masks the actual block
used in Atomthreads. In file "TracerPort.h", the code:

"typedef ATOM_TCB TASK;" reach this redefinition.
When it comes to other platform, the only change here is
modifing the block name—"ATOM_TCB" to other platform
specific task control block.

TABLE 7
SUPPORTING TYPES BY UART_PRINT IN SERIAL COMMUNICATION

Symbols Types

%ud unsigned int (16bits)

%ul unsigned long (32bits)

%p Pointer address (32bits)

%c Character (8bits)

%x Integer with hexadecimal

%s String

After constructed the array of tracing data used by the serial
communication, the next step is to convert the tracing data to
the transforming string with format defined in Table 2. It can
be easily implemented by the flexible function—"uart_print"
provided in "SerialManager.h". This function can send a string
by using a format and multiple type variables as parameters
like popular "printf()" function in C language. Table 7
concluded this function by listing all supporting types and
corresponding symbols. Table 7 concluded all the supporting
types of "uart_print".

D. Tracer Component

Fig. 6 Structure of the tracer.

The tracer is the core component in the framework, it
records different events into tracing data array. It also supports
part tracing to the system, which means only focus on a part of
the tasks, ignoring those events generated by other tasks. To
use the part tracing, it is only need to set the priority as 250.
The tracer ignores all the events generated by those task with
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Fig. 7. Flow chart of event recorder

250 priorities. The source code of the tracer can be found in
Appendix C. Figure 6 shows the structure of the tracer.

As can be seen from Figure 6, the tracer uses TaskBuffer
and EventBuffer which defined before to store tracing data.
The logic of the tracer separates from specific platform by
calling the interface which implemented in "TracerPort.h".
The function "RecordEvent" referenced by other event
recorder is the final place to write all the data into the tracing
data array. The interrupt is banned when recording the event
information for protecting the global variable—EventIndex
and EventNumbers which represents the index of the event
array and total numbers of events respectively.

1) Record Event
In this function, the traced events are recorded into the

event array. The parameters of it are event type which is an
enumeration and three optional pointer. In different event
recorder, those three pointer saves the information address
which needed by specific types of that event. For example, in
the event of task preempted, it records the preempted event by
calling—"RecordEvent(ETaskPreempted,OriginalTask,Target
-Task)", because a preempted event can be described as "target
task get the CPU resources from the original task."

Getting time stamp of the event is also the responsibility of
event recorder, it uses the interface defined in Tracer.h but not
know how it implemented in StopWatch.h and matched in
TracerPort.h. This design leaves the freedom to engineer to
implement different kinds of timer in specific platforms. The
process of recording event can be described as follows:

1) Enter critical section (disable interrupt in the system).
2) Get the time stamp by using the stop watch.
3) Find an empty place in the array.
4) Store time stamp, event type and corresponding optional

parameters to the array.
5) Exit critical section (enable interrupt in the system).
Figure 7 illustrates how the detail flow of the event recorder

function.

All the operations related to global variable should be
putted in the critical section, which disabling all kinds of
interrupts in the system. This method can protect those
variables from the problems which caused by multiple threads.
For example, the index of event is one of those global
variables. There is a checking statement that judging whether
the array at this index is empty conducted before use the index.
But if no protection used, the value of index would be changed
by other threads and make the empty check useless.

2) Skip Events From Ignored Thread
As mentioned before, through a flexible configuration to the

tracer, adjustment on how many threads to be recorded can be
reached. This part tracing mechanism is established by using a
special priority to the thread. So, in the event recording
function (except task preempted which discussed later), a
priority check is used to filter those tasks with that special
priority (defined as 250 initially).

It may cause some problems when it comes to the task
preempted event, because the task preempted may start from a
traced thread to an ignored thread, but again from ignored
thread to another traced thread, which means transitivity of the
events. For example, Task T1,T3 are traced, Task T2 is ignored.
If task preempted event happens in sequence: T1 to T2, and T2

to T3. According the strategy before, those two events would
be filtered because T2 is an ignored task. It causes a problem
that CPU resources has already transformed from T1 to T3

through T2. However, when those two events be filtered, T1 is
regards as holding CPU resources, which is not the reality in
the system. Figure 8 illustrates how this problem happens.

Fig.8. Task preempted ignored problem

There are n events happened in the picture, these events are divided into two
types: tracing event (rectangle) and ignored event (triangle).
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Fig. 9. Flow chart of preemptive event recorder

In Figure 8, Tn and T2n (rectangles) represent events from
traced thread, Tn+1 and T2n-1 (triangles) are ignored events.
Ellipsis is events from any threads including traced and
ignored. The problem happens when preemptive event occurs
from a traced task (Tn) to an ignored task (Tn+1), and then, an
ignored task(T2n-1) to another traced task (T2n).

Based on the analysis of the problem above, the solution
can be found by using two private variables for recording the
original task and target task when a preemptive event happens.
The detail steps are described as follows:a) If ignored events
at both start point and end point that is Tn and Tn+1 are the
events from ignored task, filter this event.

b) Else, no ignored thread at start or end of the
preemptive, record this event and set original task and
target task as NULL. (Tn and Tn+1 are the events from
traced task.)
c) If there is start is traced thread, set original task as
the start. (Tn is from traced task but Tn+1 is from
ignored task.)
d) Else, set target task as the end.
e) If TargetTask not equal to original task, and both are
not NULL. Record the preemptive event from original
task to target task, and reset both variables to NULL.

Figure 9 at the top of this page illustrates this transitive
preemptive event detecting algorithm in a flow chart. T1 and
T2 are the two variables which records the original task and
target task of preemptive event.

The values of T1 and T2 only be modified when some
hybrid events (one of the task is ignored, another is traced)
happened. These two variables will be reset to empty when a
preemptive event is recorded buffer. Though this method, a

bridge between two rectangles (Tn and T2n in Figure 8) is
established when those two variables are not equal to empty
and differs from each other. Figure 10 illustrates this "bridge"
algorithm and how it solves the task preempted problem when
some tasks is ignored.

Fig. 10. The solution of task preempted ignored problem

The algorithm detects a task preempted event when Tn and
T2n (rectangles) are not empty and not equal to each other.
Then, it creates a preemptive event from Tn to T2n which not
exists before (the arrow line in Figure 10). The last problem is
to decide the time stamp of this created event. It is reasonable
to use the time stamp (t) of the event from T2n-1 (last triangle)
to T2n (last Rectangle), because the CPU resource is hold by
T2n from the time point of the last preemtive event. So, the
structure of the created preemptive event are (t, Tn, T2n)
which means at time point t, a preemptive happened from Tn

to T2n.

E. Data Receiver Component

The data converter is one of the important components
running on the host computer. The responsibility of it is to
match two different data formats between the transmission
format and vitalization format which introduced Table 1 and
Table 2 before.
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It can be discovered from the transmission format, the
identifiers of jobs are replaced by that of the tasks. That is
because in some small real-time operating systems, there are
no concept of jobs, but some visualization tools draws
diagrams based on the events of jobs. So, for small real-time
operating systems, each thread can be regarded as a task with
only one job which never stopped. Those jobs arrived just
after the created of the corresponding tasks. The framework
leaves the work of assigning job identifiers to the data
converter component. The converter create an identifiers
based on the numbers of the "JobArrival" event on each task.
It makes the data converter and framework more flexible to
different kind of RTOS, no matter it has jobs or not.

Fig.11. Snapshot of the data converter.

For the reason of simplicity, the converter also works as a
receiver which gets data from the real-time systems. This kind
of implementation decreases the number of components
running on the host computer as well as in the framework,
which provides convenience to the users to operate this tracing
system. Figure 11 is a snapshot of the data converter.

The data converter above can be divided into three parts:
data output, control blocks and serial configuration. The data
in transmission format are received from the real-time systems
with the baud rate and port which defined in the combo box at
top right of the form above. To generate the data which
matches the visualizing format, the only operation needed is to
click the "Convert" button, after which a save file dialog will
be pop-upped for asking the file path and file name of the
visualizing format data.

The data converter is independent from the tracer, which
provides a high flexibility to the engineer to use the
framework on different real-time platforms as well as
visualization tools. Modifing on the data converter has no
influences on the tracing component. This feature also
increases the portability of the tracer because it is not
compulsory to change the data converter part when porting the
tracer part in the framework when the traced data is interested
instead of time line diagrams.

VI. DEMONSTRATION AND DISCUSSION

In this chapter, a demonstration and discussion on some
typical conditions of the real-time systems are made to the
tracing framework by showing the snapshot of time line
diagrams. The demonstration mainly divided into three parts:
task scheduling including preemptive and round-robin, mutex.

A. Task Scheduling

1) Preemptive
In most real-time systems, preemptive resources allocation

is the strategy when scheduling tasks with different priorities.
A task with higher priority can grab the CPU resources from
other executing tasks. Preemptive scheduling strategy can
protect the task with higher priority from deadline missing.
Some method like rate monotonic algorithm[8] help
engineers set reasonable priority to different tasks according
their performances, which is beyond this project. The
demonstration is running on the Atomthreads platform. This
open source real-time operating system supports the
preemptive and round-robin (discussed next) task scheduling.
Table 8 illustrates the context of all the threads running in this
demonstration system.

TABLE 8
TASK CONTEXT IN THE SYSTEM

Task Priority Description

SC_fun 17
Event Sender with a call back

delay 10ms

clock_update_fun 18
Clock update with a call back

delay 1000ms

clock_disp_func 19
Clock display with a 100ms busy

wait

A higher number in "Priority" column refers to a lower
priority in system. The task for displaying the clock contains a
100ms busy wait delay which means it not release the CPU
resources when waiting without any preemptive scheduling
happened. However, The other two tasks use a call back delay
which releases the CPU resources to other tasks when it is
waiting. The time line scheduling diagram of those three tasks
can be seen in Figure 12.

Fig. 12. Time line diagram for task preemptive scheduling

Each unit of the horizontal axis corresponds to the one
millisecond in the system. By the principle of preemptive
scheduling, a higher priority task can get the CPU resources
from those with lower priorities. In the situation described in
Table 8, Tasks called "Clock_update_func" and "SC_fun" can
grab the CPU from the "clock_disp_func" when executing.
Moreover, because the "clock_disp_func" uses a busy wait
inside the code, so it can be regarded as a thread which never
discards the CPU resources for the reason of code itself. So all
the task scheduling happened in the system, which is
represented by the dotted line in Figure 12, are caused by the
preemptive scheduling strategy of the real-time system.
Because the other two tasks use call back wait but not the busy
wait in the program, they release themselves and give the CPU
resources to other tasks. In this case, the CPU resources are
return back to the busy wait task—"clock_disp_func". This
diagram is valuable of visulizing the preemptive task
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scheduling as well as differing the performance of the busy
wait and call back wait in the real-time systems.

2) Round-robin
Round-robin is a simple algorithm using for scheduling,

especially for those tasks with same priorities. The detail
process of the round-robin algorithm can be found in [9]. To
simulate the round-robin algorithm in the system, all the
priorities of the tasks in Table 8 are changed to 18, and the call
back delay is modified to busy wait delay. The system time
tick is seted to 10 millisecond each. Because all the threads
use a busy wait and same priorities in the program, according
to the round-robin algorithm in real-time operating systems,
no preemptive task scheduling should be happened until the
system time tick comes. The time line diagram to visualize the
round-robin performance can be seen in Figure 13.

Figure 13: visualization of Round-robin algorithm

Obviously, in Figure 13, all the preemptive events occur at
the time point of system time tick (10ms each), signed as the
dotted line between two tasks. Moreover, because all tasks
have a fairly long executing time which can not be completed
in a short time. This phenomenon is caused by the busy wait
and makes the size of executing time slices to each tasks is
same with others. This is an important feature that round-robin
algorithm in the real-time systems as well as the time-sharing
systems[10].

B. Mutex

Mutual exclusion (Mutex), in computer science, refers to
the problem of ensuring that no two processes or threads
(henceforth referred to only as processes) can be in their
critical section at the same time[11]. In other work, a mutex is
a lock which protect the critical resources from interrupt by
other task. In the "AtomClock" project, the LCD screen is
regarded as the critical section, which means only one task can
use the screen without the task scheduling. In the trace
framework, the interrupt is showed as the colorful blocks as
can be seen in Figure 14.

Fig. 14: Time line diagram for Mutex

Besides the tasks showed in Table 8, another task called
"graphics_thread_func" is created for demonstration. That task
draws a moving graphic block on the screen. If without mutex

protection to the LCD screen, this task would conflict with
clock display. So a mutex is added in these two tasks at the
period where they are displaying on the screen.

As can be seen in Figure 14, the mutex is showed as
colorful blocks. And also, the task which holding the mutex
can not be preempted by other tasks. This is obviously in
Figure 14 that no dash line is drawn on the colorful block.

VII. ANALYSIS

A light-weight framework has been implemented for
tracing small real-time systems and a demonstration on
Atomthreads on Atemega 2560 is presented. It works well to
that kind of specific platform.

To porting this framework for other platforms, extra
configuration works and knowledge of other specific
platforms are necessary. The steps to migrate this framework
to other platforms are as follows:
1. Configure the tracer and timer in file: "TarcerPort.h":

a) Define the task control block to specific platform.
b) Define the maximum tasks and events in the

system.
c) Define the timer component to specific platform.

2. Configure the serial component in file "SerialPort.h":
a) Define the functions for serial communication, only

initialization and character sender is needed. If no
existing functions for serial communication, a
implementation of that specific system could be
written in "SerialPort.c".

3. Configure the Event sender to specific platform:
a) Find the name of entry point in the control block

and change corresponding name in event sender.
4. Trace the new platform with general tracer.

a) Discover the place where a scheduling and mutex
event invokes, and add correponding tracer recorder
to that place and re-compile the platform in the end.

Notice that if you want to work with another visualization
tools, continue these steps:
5. Find a map file which recording the function names and
corresponding function address, and change the path and file
name in the "GetNameByAddress" function.
6. Modify general event format for a new visualization tool in
"EventConverter" function .
7. Modify the task event format for a new visualization tool in
"NewTaskConvertByPosition" function.
8. Modify the new mutex event format for a new visualization
tool in "NewMutexConvertByPosition" function.
9. Modify corresponding event keyword in "ConvertFormat"
function.

Lastly, start up the event sender–"EventSender.c" as a new
thread running in the platform.

If not change the visualization tools, the migrating work is
only a 10 minutes job based on the previous knowledge to
specific platform. But it may take a fairly long time (maybe
one or two hour) to adjust the data converter to a new
visualization tool.

Because the converter is developed by c#, so it is hard to
migrate it to other host operating system. It limits the platform
on the host computer. But it is also possible to use a new
converter developed by yourself.
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One point is that you need to choose an appropriate size of
event buffer and a speed for the serial communication. If use a
too small event buffer, the buffer would overflow and cause
the tracer stopped until some events are sent. In this case,
some events would be missed while the buffer is overflowing.
In contrast, if set a too large space to the buffer, it limits the
use of memory to other tasks running in the system.

Another problem is to find the task name in some compiled
files when converting tracing data. The format of the file
which saves task name and mutex name is various among
different platforms. In the case of Atomthreads, all these
information are stored as a matching table with address and
names in "*.map" file. So, the logic for finding task names in
the converter is based on this kind of format. To port the
converter to other platform, the works for that name matching
is needed. It will be easier if the task name information are
included in control blocks, in that case, the logic of name
finding in data converter should be skipped.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, this paper provides a solution to the problem
of real-time system tracing. It is also possible to migrate this
light weight framework to other platforms with some extra
works. Because all the parts of the framework are designed
and implemented in components, it is flexible to change a
component with little influence on other parts. The flexibility
of the framework also provides a freedom to engineers of
visualizing tools choosing and format matching. To do this, a
modifing on data converter is needed for supporting a new
visualizing format. All the detail steps of migrateing and
component changing have been presented in Chapter VII. The
time to accomplish those steps is based on how familiar to the
framework and specific platform. On average, it takes one
hour to change the operating system, and taking another hour
if continue to change visualization tools and modifing the data
converter. It also possible to create a totally new data
converter for another visualization tool, the time to do this
depends on programming skills and the complexity of the new
data format. Approximately, it takes eight hour for one person
to do that. In the last part of this paper, an implementation of
the framework on a specific platform verifies different typical
circumstances by using a multi-tasking program running on an
open source real-time operating system.

IX. FUTURE WORK

The framework has been deployed to a specific platform
Atomthreads. As future work, it is possible to migrate and
verify this framework on some other platforms. A benchmark
based on the tracing data of the tracer running on different
platforms can be conducted to find how is the performance of
the framework and systems comparing to other real-time
systems.

Besides some works on the tracer itself, the data converter
can also be developed to the component which supports more
than one visualizing tools. Some future works for improve the
structure of data converter is also possible. As mentioned in
chapter VII, the converter is binding to visualization tool in
some extent. An improvement on the design of data converter

is needed for making it more flexible to different visualization
tools.
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Appendix A:1

APPENDIX A: TIMER

StopWatch.h
void StartWatch();
void InitWatch();
unsigned long GetTime();

StopWatch.c
#include <avr/interrupt.h>
#include "StopWatch.h"
static unsigned long Overflow_Time=0;
ISR(TIMER3_OVF_vect)
{

Overflow_Time++;
TCNT3=0x0000;

}

void InitWatch()
{

TIMSK3=(1<<TOIE3);
TCCR3B=(1<<CS31);//f=2MHZ 0.5us each
TCCR3B|=1<<WGM32;

}
unsigned long GetTime()
{

uint16_t t=TCNT3;
unsigned long result=0;
result=(Overflow_Time*65535+t)/2;

return result;
}

APPENDIX B: SERIAL COMMUNICATION

SerialManager.h
#include <stdarg.h>
#include <stdlib.h>
#include "SerialPort.h"
void SendString(char * StringBuffer);
void SendChar(unsigned char data);
void SerialInit(unsigned int Baud);
void uart_print(const char * format, ...);

SerialPort.h
#define FOSC 16000000// Clock Speed
#define BAUD 57600
#define MYUBRR FOSC/16/BAUD-1
#define SendChar(c) USART_Transmit(c)
#define SerialInit(Baud) USART_Init(Baud);
void USART_Transmit(unsigned char data);

SerialPort.c
#include "SerialManager.h"
#include <avr/io.h>
void USART_Init( unsigned int ubrr){

/* Set baud rate */
UBRR1H = (unsigned char)(ubrr>>8);
UBRR1L = (unsigned char)ubrr;
/* Enable receiver and transmitter */
UCSR1B = (1<<RXEN1)|(1<<TXEN1);
/* Set frame format: 8data, */
UCSR1C = (3<<UCSZ10);

} // USART_Init
void USART_Transmit(unsigned char data)
{

/* Wait for empty transmit buffer */
while ( !( UCSR1A & (1<<UDRE1)) )

;
/* Put data into buffer, sends the data */
UDR1 = data;

}

APPENDIX C: TRACER

Tracer.h
#include "TracerPort.h"
typedef enum {

Empty=0,
ETaskPreempted,
ETaskArrived,
ETaskResumed,
ETaskCompleted,
EMutexCreated,
EMutexGetted,
EMutexPutted,
EMutexDeleted,
ESemaphoreAcquired,
ESemaphoreSuspended,
ESemaphoreReleased,
EISREnter,
EISRExit,
EOtherEvent

} EventType;

typedef struct {
unsigned long timestamp;
EventType event;
void* arg1;
void* arg2;
void* arg3;

} Event;

TASK * TaskBuffer[MAX_TASKS];
Event EventBuffer[MAX_EVENT];
int EventIndex;
int EventNumbers;
TASK * ResumedTask;

unsigned long GetTimeStamp();

//Critical Section
void ECriticalEnter();
void ECriticalExit();

//Tasks
void TaskCreated(TASK * task);
void TaskArrived(TASK * task);
void TaskResumed(TASK * task);
void TaskCompleted(TASK * task);
void TaskPreempted(TASK * OriginalTask,TASK * TargetTask);

//Mutex
void MutexCreated(void * mutex);
void MutexDeleted(void * mutex);
void MutexGetted(void * mutex,TASK * task);
void MutexPutted(void * mutex,TASK * task);
//Other Events

TracerPort.h
#define MAX_TASKS 10
#define MAX_EVENT 500
#define GetTimeStamp() GetTime()
#define ECriticalEnter() CRITICAL_STORE;CRITICAL_START()
#define ECriticalExit() CRITICAL_END()

//Redefine the task control block
typedef ATOM_TCB TASK;


